UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
THE 2022 ECONOMICS HONORS AND AWARDS

John H. Converse award  Fallon E. Clark
Freeman Saltus Award    Oliver G. Tidswell
S. William Gersten Award Jane E. Krohn
Philipp H. Lohman Award  Mia J. Dillon
Amato-Nadworny Scholarship Ellie P. Churchill
Milton J. Nadworny Award  Sklyer E. Ayers
Mark J. Zwynenburg Scholarship Emma F. Cripps
Department Honors        Simon E. Webber
JOHN H. CONVERSE AWARD

For a senior outstanding in academic achievement. Named in honor of John H. Converse, through whose efforts economics began to be taught at UVM in 1899.

2022 Fallon Clark
2021 Maxwell Allen, Allison Feeney, Grady Jakobsberg, Oliver Tidswell, Patrick Jackson Walsworth
2020 Nicholas Ridder
2019 Colin Serra
2018 Brooke Jenkins, John Kanto
2017 Julian Becker, Madison Haas, Juliette Miller, Nicholas Sullivan
2016 Justin Dunn
2015 Colby Nadeau
2014 Samuel Kazman

2013 Max Hollman, Jenna Scoville
2012 Molly Campbell
2011 Matthew Sleeman
2010 Brett Schulte
2009 Maximilian Kufner
2008 Nathan Bradbury
2007 Trevor Brooks
2006 Evan Forward, Scott Mildrum
2005 Justin Kasprisin, Andrew Murphy 2004 Anna Swenson
2003 Travis Weaver
FREEMAN SALTUS AWARD

For a senior outstanding in academic achievement.

2022 Oliver Tidswell
2021 Charles Kovarik, Liam O'Brien
2020 Juliana Landis
2019 John Hardy, Tim Heffernan
2018 Nick Manderlink, Rosie Steinberg
2017 Nicholas DeMassi, Kevin O'Connor, Michelle Thompson
2016 Louis Dodge
2015 Samuel Stevens
2014 Nicholas Cianci, Riley Quinn
2013 Timothy Jebb

2012 Brent Cohen, Christopher Minott, Jacob Elul
2011 Ross Cunningham, Brendan Malone, Benoit Trottier
2010 Katherine Gaire, Ashley Holmes
2009 Philip Schwartz
2008 Lauren Hayes
2007 Will McHale
2006 Jeff Ares, Stuart Watson
2005 James Lovinsky, Romolo Marcucci
2004 Michael Fife
2003 Jonathan Carlson
ANTHONY S. CAMPAGNA AWARD

For a senior majoring in economics who plans to go on to graduate studies in economics or a related field (does not include business). Based on academic achievement. Established by Susan Hudson-Wilson, class of 1976, in recognition of professor Campagna's long career and accomplishments at UVM.

2004 Timothy Silman

2003 Benjamin Martin
MILTON J. NADWORNY AWARD

For a junior economics major. Based on academic merit, independence of mind, determination, intellectual curiosity and commitment to human welfare. Candidates need to apply to the department to be considered. Established in memory of Milton J. Nadworny, Professor of Economics from 1952-1986, by his former students, colleagues and friends.

2022 Skyler Ayers  
2021 Molly Gress  
2020 Caleb Thibault, Oliver Tidswell, Rachel Wiener  
2019 Courtney Brady, Juliana Landis  
2018 John Hardy  
2017 Nicholas Manderlink, Julia Wood  
2016 Colin Kamphius  
2015 Sophia Billias  
2014 Ana DiMarino, Jonathan Tсорis  
2013 Nicholas Cianci  
2012 Alma Arteaga  
2011 Rachel Baccile, Brent Cohen

2020 Caleb Thibault, Oliver Tidswell, Rachel Wiener  
2019 Courtney Brady, Juliana Landis  
2018 John Hardy  
2017 Nicholas Manderlink, Julia Wood  
2016 Colin Kamphius  
2015 Sophia Billias  
2014 Ana DiMarino, Jonathan Tсорis  
2013 Nicholas Cianci  
2012 Alma Arteaga  
2011 Rachel Baccile, Brent Cohen

2010 Matthew Sleeman, Svetlana Mikheyeva, Ross Cunningham  
2009 Joshua Boylan, Katherine Gaire  
2008 Jacquelyn Pless  
2007 Lisa Goldstein  
2006 Nissa Fowler, Christopher Scibilia-Carver, Ashley Seamans  
2005 Danielle DeMarse-Welsh, Finn McCoy, Nathan Bradbury, Steven DiMilo, Brian Howe  
2004 Rosie Fischer, Andrew Murphy  
2003 Jordan Caito
PHILIPP H. LOHMAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

This award for an outstanding junior or senior economics major is named for Professor Lohman who served as professor and chair of the Economics Department from 1945-1963.

2022 Mia Dillon
2021 Emma Cripps, Sam B. Meneses, Sadie Strom
2020 Joshua Audette, Brianne Smith
2019 Quinlan Anderson, Sasha Kapriyelov, Hannah Rogers
2018 Alexander Murphy, Hannah Rogers
2017 Julian Becker, Sarang Murthy
2016 Dahne Duffy, Elizabeth Powell
2015 Ana DiMarino
2014 Colby Nadeau
2013 Cody Reichenstein
2012 Rachel Baccile
2011 Mutlay Sayan
2010 Oliver Chase, Wesley Christensen, Molly Farrell
2009 Hannah Dyke
2008 Hannah Dyke, Katherine Rendall
2006 Danielle DeMarse-Welsh
2005 Bryan Joggerst, Ryan McKown
2004 Jaime Rubin
2003 James Lovinsky
MARK J. ZWYNENBURG MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

For an outstanding junior economics major, with a second major in political science or history, whose "qualities and interests exemplify the thoughtful, inquisitive and industrious spirit" of Mark Zwynenburg, class of 1981. Established in his memory by John and Barbara Zwynenburg.

2022 Emma Cripps
2021 Mia Dillon
2020 Sam B. Meneses
2019 Sam B. Meneses
2018 Tim Heffernan, Eric Tucker
2017 Lauren Rayson
2016 Julian Becker
2015 Benjamin Vidal, Maxwell Grimm
2014 Samuel Stevens

2013 Samuel Stevens, Abigail Pfister
2012 Michael Ferris, Jenna Scoville
2011 Molly Campbell
2009 Laura Jastrab, Caroline Wlodarczyk
2007 Jonathan Roberts
2006 Jessica Banks, Craig Bolio
2005 Christine Carragee, Joseph Valentine, Patrick Venne
2004 Ryan McKown, Daniel Aguek
2003 Nora Locken
S. WILLIAM GERSTON SCHOLARSHIP

For an outstanding sophomore, junior or senior economics major. This scholarship is shared with the School of Business. This award recognizes high achievement sophomore, junior, and senior economics majors from out of state. S. William Gersten was a 1965 UVM graduate in economics, who went on to a successful career on Wall Street.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>Jane Krohn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Skyler Ayers, Paul Gudemann, Taylor Lanners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Joshua Audette, Courtney Brady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Joshua Audette, Liam O’Brien, Shuvan Shrestha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Joshua Audette, Lawrence McCarthy, Julia Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Brendon Dineen, Huihui Geng, Lawrence McCarthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Corey Bois, Sophia Billias, Andrew Dazzo, Benjamin Vidal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Myles Schultze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Maxwell Grimm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Alma Arteaga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Cody Reichenstein, John Sadek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Molly Farrell, Carolyn Wlodarczyk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Rachel Baccile, Laura Jastrab, Brendan Malone, Carolyn Wlodarczyk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Caroline Noel Jackson, Joshua Wolff, Jacquelyn Pless, Robin Rioux, Ni Wei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Andrew Howland, Robin Rioux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Christopher Scibilia-Carver, Devlin Hanson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Danielle DeMarse-Welsh, Jonathan Roberts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Devlin Hanson, Nathaniel Flannery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Joseph Valentine, Hayley Block, Christine Carragee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SKROBACK AWARD

The Skroback Award was established in honor of Andrew Skroback, UVM Class of 1958, and his wife Barbara Skroback, UVM Class of 1959. It recognizes the superior achievement of an economics major who has been able to provide a critical analysis of conservative government policies and the relationship between government policies and economic growth.

2021 Katherine Hanisch
2019 Tim Heffernan
2018 Rosie Steinberg
2017 Madison Haas
AMATO-NADWORNY SCHOLARSHIP

For a junior economics major. Candidates should have demonstrated leadership both inside and outside of the classroom. Award recipients will be selected on the basis of academic merit and achievement outside of the classroom. Candidates need to apply to the department to be considered. Established by Frank C. and Regina Amato in memory of Milton J. Nadworny, professor of economics from 1952-1986. Mr. Amato is UVM class of 1963.

2022 Eleanor Churchill
2021 Jane Krohn
2020 Brynn Connell, Oliver Minshall
2019 Madeleine Bowe
2018 Eric Tucker
2017 Rosie Steinberg, Julia Wood
2016 Jake Guarino, Sarang Murthy
2015 Madison Haas
2014 Jessica Fuller, Myles Schulze
2013 Mitchell Philbin
2012 Alma Arteaga, Michael Ferris, Benjamin Lidofsky

2011 Jasper Smith
2010 Molly Campbell, Benoit Trottier
2009 Dylan Frazer, Rebecca Stoecklein
2008 Joshua Wolff
2007 Michelle Kniffin
2006 Nate Flannery, William McHale
2005 Hayley Block, Kathleen Haggerty
2004 Daniel Aguek, Emily Berliet, Justin Kasprisin, Romolo Marcucci, Alison Pelkey
2003 Jaime Rubin
OMICRON DELTA EPSILON

An International Honors Society for Economics. Membership to the honors society requires majors and minors to have completed 18 credit hours in economics, have an Economics GPA of 3.33 or higher, and an overall GPA of at least 3.0. The economics department chair invites applicants in the spring of each year.

Omicron Delta Epsilon is one of the world’s largest academic honor societies. The objectives of Omicron Delta Epsilon are recognition of scholastic attainment and the honoring of outstanding achievements in economics; the establishment of closer ties between students and faculty in economics within colleges and universities, and among colleges and universities; the publication of its official journal, The American Economist, and sponsoring of panels at professional meetings as well as the Irving Fisher and Frank W. Taussig competitions. Currently, Omicron Delta Epsilon has 696 chapters located in the United States, Canada, Australia, the United Kingdom, Mexico, Puerto Rico, South Africa, Egypt, and France. With such a broad, international base, chapter activities vary widely, ranging from invited speakers, group discussions, dinners, meetings, etc., to special projects such as review sessions and tutoring for students in economics. Omicron Delta Epsilon plays a prominent role in the annual Honors Day celebration at many colleges and universities.

Recent Inductees:

2022 Andrew Haus, Jane Krohn, Olivia Santini, Oliver Tidswell, Keegan Vaughn
2021 Fallon Clark, Alec Jones, Micayla Nadeau-Williams, Patrick Jackson Walsworth, Rachel Wiener

2020 Katie Calcaterra, Brynn Connell, Rachel Ann Conner, Allison Feeney, Christopher Keller, Juliana M. Landis, Taylor Lanners, Sam B. Meneses, Nicholas Ridder, Brianne Smith, Erin Suler, Caleb Thibault, Jackson W. Turek

2019 Joshua Audette, Courtney Brady, Michael Chambers, Ryan Davidson, Weiging Kong, Jacob LeVan, Colin Serra

2018 Casey Fuller, Brooke Jenkins, Colin Kamphuis, Alexander Murphy, Jonas Oppenheim, Lauren Rayson, Samuel Spanierman, Nicholas Sullivan, Julia Wood

2017 Tyler Brown, Marion Cundari, Casey Fuller, Huihui Geng, Jonas Oppenheim, Lauren Rayson, Nicholas Sullivan, Michelle Thompson, Julia Wood

2016 Julian Becker, Corey Bois, Andrew Dazzo, Nicholas DeMassi, David Dewhurst, Madison Haas, Sarang Murthy, William Nedds

2015 Ana DiMarino, Sarah Kraenbring, Colby Nadeau, Brina Pichal, Jules Shackman, Samuel Tweed, Benjamin Vidal, Qingran Zheng

2014 Anders Christiansen, Lingfeng He, Sean Hennessy, William Hofmann, Myles Schulze, Emily Sleeper, Samuel Stevens, Jonathan Tsoris

2013 Kevin Chernick, Nicholas Cianci, Alexander Jones, Jennifer Madsen, Cody Reichenstein, Adam Rhodes-Rogan
2012 Ariel Baily, Nicholas Cheney, Brent Cohen, Abbie Desrochers, Jacob Elul, Michael Ferris, Max Hollman, Joseph Labrum IV, Benjamin Lidofsky, James Melvin, Bradley Ospahl, Joseph Rodolfy, Zoey Zhu

2011 Rachel Baccile, Molly Campbell, Oliver Chase, Andrew Derrig, Harrison Gates, Joshua Heinsheimer, Bryce Jones, Brendan Malone, Christopher Minott

2010 Alan Borenstein, Wesley Christensen, Kate Connolly, Hannah Davis, Leah Davis, Katherine Gaire, Laura Jastrab, Benjamin Marcal, Ryan Martin, Kyle Mitofsky, Michael Rubin, Brett Schulte, Matthew Sleeman, Andrew Wick, Carolyn Slodarczyk

2009 Jeffrey Charbonneau, Dylan Frazer, Brian Linklater, Jacquelyn Pless, Geoffrey Stannard, Joshua Woolf

2008 Michael Breazzano, Noah Rabin, Katherine Rendall, James Rorty

2007 Trevor Brooks, Maria Cochrane, Colin Dowling, Richard Gilbert, Lauren Hayes, Joanathan Roberts

2006 Graham Amedore, Jeff Ares, Jessica Banks, Seth Bowden, Lindsey Carfagna, Christina Davis, Evan Forward, Peter Freeman, Kathleen Haggerty, Devlin Hanson, Bryan Joggerst, Jessica Lussier, William McHale, Scott Mildrum, Pamela Roet, Derek Schroeter, Christopher Scibilia-Carver, Ashley Seamans, Stephen Steinhardt

2005 Daniel Aguek, Christine Carragee, Danielle DeMarsh-Welsh, Talia Garfinkel, Elizabeth Green, Justin Kasprisin, Romolo Marcucucci, Lucas Markowitz, Christopher McConnell, Ryan McKown
2004 Addie Conner, Patrick Dunlavey, Rosemary Fischer, Katherine Follansbee, Tyler Gardner, David Lewis, Gregory Martino, Andrew Murphy, Alison Pelkey, James Preston, Jr., Jaime Rubin, Timothy Silman, Kevin Spellman, Anna Swenson, Thomas Wilson

2003 Jordan Caito, Jonathan Carlson, Ryan Carrigg, Laura Ciociolo, Nicholas Culver, Bryan Fleming, Robert Henrich, Brian Hurley, Samuel Jones, James Keller, Jr., Nora Locken, James Lovinsky, Benjamin Martin, Meagan McKay, Michael Rauch, Travis Weaver
RECIPIENTS OF DEPARTMENT HONORS

Majors in their senior year with Economics GPA of 3.33 or higher at the end of the Fall semester of that year are eligible. The department invites them to apply for departmental honors at the beginning of the Spring semester of their senior year.

2022 Simon Webber
2021 Elizabeth Anderson, Colin Lease
2020 Madeleine Bowe, Nicholas Ridder
2019 Tim Heffernan, Jacob LeVan
2018 Nicholas Manderlink
2017 Julian Becker, Madison Haas
2016 Corey Bois, William Nedds, Benjamin Vidal
2015 Becka Brolinson, Ana DiMarino, Colby Nadeau, Myles Schultze, Samuel Stevens

2014 Taylor Wood
2013 Jenna Scoville
2011 Ross Cunningham
2009 Geoffrey Stannard
2008 Andrew Howland
2007 Christopher Scibilia-Carver
2006 Kathleen Haggerty, Joseph Valentine
2005 Lucas Markowitz, Gregory Martino, Ryan McKown
2004 James Preston, Jaime Rubin, Todd Henry
RECIPIENTS OF COLLEGE HONORS

The College Honors program, designed for superior students with an unusual initiative and intellectual curiosity, provides an opportunity to pursue two semesters (six credits) of independent research under the direction of a faculty sponsor. Students may pursue a thesis or creative project.

Students may apply for College Honors if they have a cumulative GPA of 3.40 or higher. Students in the College of Arts and Sciences who wish to pursue College Honors must submit their applications early in the first term of their senior year (please see Important Dates for deadlines).

All students in the College of Arts and Sciences who are also members of the Honors College have a shared set of opportunities and responsibilities that come with their "dual citizenship" in both colleges. All Honors College students in the College of Arts and Sciences are required to successfully complete a College Honors thesis or creative project in order graduate as University Scholars.

2022 Taylor Clark, Lindsay Williams
2021 Samuel Disman-Eager, Daniel Felde, Colin Lease
2020 Joshua Audette, Madeleine Bowe, Courtney Brady
2019 John Hardy, Colin Serra, Rebecca Straubing
2018 Devin Kane, Lauren Raydon, Julia Wood
2017 Ian Conde, Nicholas DeMassi, Madison Haas
2016 Katherine Cude, Ian Mack, William Nedds
2015 Jessica Fuller, Myles Schultze, Qingran Zheng
2013 Benjamin Lidofsky, Adam Rhodes-Rogan
2011 Kyle Mitofsky, Matthew Sleeman, Benoit Trottier, Carolyn Wlodarczyk
2010 Katherine Gaire, Ashley Holmes, Kevin Issadore
2009 Jacquelyn Pless, John Dennison, Gillian Perron, Anthony Garden, Thea Ulrich-Lewis
2007 William McHale
2006 Finn McCoy
2005 Romolo Marcucci, Andrew Murphy